
ODR/State Pay

Case Type District Court (domestic "DR" 

juvenile "JV" probate "PR" and 

civil "C")

County Court Civil and Criminal Small Claims State Indigent,

Special Programs

(D&N, CSE, PC/DM, 

PPF, JV/PAT)

Hourly Rate Each party pays Neutral

$75.00 per hour for mediation 

services, case preparation and 

MOU/Agreement Preparation

Each party pays Neutral $50.00 per 

hour  for mediation services and 

MOU/Agreement Preparation

Each party pays 

Neutral $30.00 per 

hour for mediation 

services and 

MOU/Agreement 

Preparation

State/ODR pays Neutral 

$40.00 per hour for 

each party who 

qualifies for reduced 

fee services

(Parties may be 

required to submit co-

payment)

Advance 

Deposit

Neutrals shall not collect retainers 

for ODR cases. Neutrals may 

collect a two hour advance deposit 

for DR and JV cases.  Neutrals may 

collect a three hour non-refundable 

advance deposit for PR and C cases

N/A

Late 

Cancel/No 

Show

Neutral may charge up to two hours 

of service to the party who fails to 

arrive in a reasonable time or fail to 

provide at least 7 days' notice of 

cancellation for DR and JV cases; 

10 days notice of cancellation.  If 

one party shows and the other no 

shows, the neutral shall retain the 

non-appearing party's deposit and 

return or credit the appearing party's 

per agreement with the appearing 

party.

State/ODR pays for one 

hour of service for 

qualifying party if 

the qualifying party 

fails to arrive in a 

reasonable time or fails 

to provide at least 7 

days notice of 

cancellation.  If a co- 

pay is required, Neutral 

may only bill the state 

for a no show if co-pay 

was collected

MOU/

Agreement 

Preparation

For all case types, compensation for 

MOU/Agreement preparation shall 

not exceed two hours per case 

unless authorized by Director

Interview & 

Role Play Fee

ODR shall compensate Neutrals  

$30.00 per hour for participating on 

interview panels and role plays 

during the contracting process of 

other Neutrals

Other 

Expenses

ODR may not pay any fees or 

expenses for office supplies, travel 

time or mileage, consultation or co-

mediation unless authorized by the 

Director 
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